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Abstract: A communications protocol illustrates the rules for sending blocks of information [each referred to as a Protocol Data Unit (PDU)] from one node in a network to another node. Protocols are generally defined in a layered mode and supply all or possibly part of the services specified by a level of the OSI guide model. A protocol specification explains the operation of the process and could also propose the technique the protocol requires to be realized. In this paper, we discuss that a Methodology for the Design and Implementation of Communication Protocols for Embedded Wireless Systems. Communication protocol design involves for complementary domains: specification, verification, performance estimation, and implementation. Usually, these technologies are treated as separate, unrelated stages of the design: formal specification, formal verification, and implementation, in particular, are seldom approached from an integrated systems point of view. This paper presents a design methodology that employs a blend of formal and informal mappings to process a high-level specification into an implementation.
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I. Introduction

Data communications protocols administrate the mode, in which electronic systems swap over information with specifying a set of rules that, when followed, give a reliable, repeatable, and well-understood data transfer service. In designing communication protocols and the systems that implement them, one would like to guarantee that the protocol is accurate and competent. Accurateness means that the rules of exchange are internally consistent and unambiguously handle all possible events. Informally, we wish to know that the protocol is free from unwanted behavior, such as deadlock, and that it can indefinitely provide data transfer service under any input sequence. These correctness properties are only part of the design problem: it is equally important to guarantee that the protocol is efficient. Efficiency, used here to indicate how well a given protocol performs relative to an implementation with unconstrained complexity, is a much more difficult property to quantify. The measures of efficiency are largely dependent upon the context in which the protocol is to be used and upon the services that the protocol is supposed to provide. Throughput, delay, channel utilization, spectral efficiency, and end-to-end distortion are but a few of the measures commonly used to compare alternatives in protocol design. In practice, most new protocol designs are approached in an ad-hoc fashion that relies heavily on simulation to answer both the question of correctness and efficiency. Formal approaches such as formal specification and formal verification are usually relegated to the domain of theorists. This paper, in contrast, addresses the problem of integrating formal techniques within a comprehensive design flow.

The context for the protocol design methodology is link-level communication protocols for wireless networks that provide multimedia services to mobile users, such as the one described in example system. In particular, infrastructure-based networks that support mobile clients are considered; challenges specific to peer-to-peer communication between mobile hosts are not addressed). Portable devices, in this context, have severe constraints on the size, the power consumption, and the communications bandwidth available, and are required to handle many classes of data transfer service over a limited-bandwidth wireless connection, including delay sensitive, real-time traffic such as speech and video. This combination of limited bandwidth, high error rates, and delay-sensitive data requires tight integration of all subsystems in the device, including aggressive optimization of the communication protocols to suit the intended application. The protocols must be robust in the presence of errors; they must be able to differentiate between classes of data, giving each class the exact service, it requires; and they must have an implementation suitable for low-power portable electronic devices. In contrast to app- application creation in general, what makes protocol design particularly for embedded systems? While applications with similar features as protocols can be found, there are many explanations why protocol design is treated as a special case. The behavior of a protocol is often governed by timer end, e.g. by
limiting the time for a communication partner's response. The following segment will deal directly with the topic of real-time demands.

In addition, dynamic relationships may be interleaved between one or more protocol positions in contact partners. Compared to time dependence, this complexity creates a large number of potential protocol states and protocol runs. In any case, it is to be ensured that the protocol instance does not end up in a stalemate and that no live locks are reached again from each state reached. The robustness and correctness needed are particularly important in the context of embedded systems, which must run reliably without maintenance for months or years.

Embedded systems, such as car window openers, have replaced a lot of non-computation systems over the last decades and have become all-round. During the mass production of digital hardware components their extensive acceptance has become economically feasible. Since embedded systems often belong to another product which can be sold in millions, they have to be extremely cheap. The price of an integrated circuit depends on the size of its die; the cheaper it is the lower the area a chip consumes. Embedded systems therefore have only a fraction of the computing and storage capabilities which a modern PC has incorporated for economic reasons. The need for low energy consumption is another significant feature for many embedded systems applications. As high clock and large chip size lead to more dynamic and static power dissipation, embedded device developers have to develop systems with the smallest clock frequency and the smaller chip size possible to perform the necessary tasks. There are emerging wireless personal area networks (WPAN) and wireless sensor networks (WSN). Domestic and safety automation, personal medical care, logistics, traffic monitoring, process and automation in manufacturing, agriculture are but not limited to applications.

Communication protocols describe interconnection rules for the endpoints of communication [15]. Protocols are thus the foundation for the implementation, in particular, of computer networks and wireless sensor networks. You may use it in hardware, software or as a combination of the two. The method of implementation affects effectiveness and other parameters, including the versatility of introducing subsequent protocol extensions or bug reparations. Protocols are however built on an abstract level without any particular method of implementation. In contrast to application creation in general, what makes protocol design particularly for embedded systems? While applications with similar features as protocols can be found, there are many explanations why protocol design is treated as a special case. The behavior of a protocol is often governed by timer end, e.g. by limiting the time for a communication partner's response. The following segment will deal directly with the topic of real-time demands. This paper is presented in five sections including the introduction. Section II gives a brief overview of literature. Section III presents Comparison of recent work carried, section IV describes a brief overview of implementation of communication protocol, and section V gives the conclusion.

II. Literature Review

Manoj Devare[1] in his paper presented the manufacturing IoT marching towards the digital twin as well as the wide spectrum of uses require the specific lower energy protocols for communication as well as information transfer. This offers an extensive discussion on protocols, platforms, use cases, opportunities, and the challenges for the deployment of energy protocols that are low of the context of IoT apps. Additionally, discussion extends to the different custom methods for energy saving in the communication of receptors to hardware, hardware to Cloud, and deferred information clicking in advantage computing. The conventional wireless data transfer and communication protocols are actually ideal in case of the hardware platforms associated with seamless power cord. Nevertheless, there's need of low energy protocols 6LoWPAN, LoRaWAN, Sub one, ZigBee, BLE, NFC, Neul, LTE M, NB IoT, Sigfox, Ingenu, Z Wave, EnOcean,Thread, Other telecommunication protocols and ec-gsm throughout many IoT uses. The SBCs as well as micro controllers are not necessarily built with these protocol enabled hardware. Daryl Narakadan, et. al [2] In this paper they used a design which is actually based on FPGA. Using FPGA instead of microcontroller has its many benefits such as for instance very low energy consumption, higher computation speed as well as much better effectiveness. Additionally for the wireless medium we research on different moderate and choose by far the most compatible one. Stefan Marksteiner, et. al [3] This particular paper presents an overview of IoT program domains and also discusses probably the most crucial wireless IoT protocols for smart house, which are actually Thread, Z-Wave, Zigbee, EnOcean, and KNX-RF. Lastly, it describes the security features of said protocols and compares them with one another, offering tips on whose protocols are more ideal for a protected smart home. WojciechStaszewski, et. al [4] - presented a latest development in the area of communication coming from the perspective of embedded machine condition monitoring system (CMS). Even though the common goal of CMS remains the same over many years, different electric innovations open brand new choices of enhancement, including lower price tag, smaller size, bigger bandwidth, smaller power usage or even larger distance for wireless transmission. ShadiSarawi, et. al [5] - This particular paper is going to be an effort to discuss various communication protocols in IoT. Internet of Things (IoT) consists of smart devices which speak with one
another. It makes it possible for these units to gather as well as exchange information. Also, IoT has currently a broad range of living uses including business, transportation, logistics, healthcare, intelligent atmosphere and private, social gaming robot, and community info. Smart products are able to have wired or perhaps wireless connection. So far as the wireless IoT is actually the primary concern, a number of wireless communication technologies as well as protocols may be utilized to link the smart device like Internet Protocol Version six (IPv6), over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN), ZigBee, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), Z Wave and Near Field Communication (NFC). They're short range regular network protocols, while SigFox and Cellular are actually Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN)-standard protocols. K. Iniewski [6] In his paper has covered the substantial embedded computing technologies highlighting the uses of theirs in communication that is wireless as well as computing power. An embedded system is a pc system created for certain command operates inside a bigger system often with real time computing constraints. It's embedded as a part of an entire unit typically like mechanical components as well as hardware. Offered in 3 parts, Embedded Systems: Implementation, Design, and Hardware provides readers with an immersive introduction to this quickly growing part of the computer system business. To acknowledge the point that embedded programs control a lot of today's the majority of common products like smart phones, PC tablets, and also hardware embedded in automobiles, TVs, as well as refrigerators as well as heating systems, the guide begins with a standard introduction to embedded computing systems. It hones in on system-on-a-chip (SoC), multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC), and network-on-chip (NoC). It then covers on chip integration of software program as well as customized hardware accelerators, in addition to fabric flexibility, custom architectures, as well as the numerous I/O requirements which facilitate PCB integration. Then, it concentrates on the technologies related to embedded computing systems, going with the fundamentals of field programmable gate array (FPGA), digital signal processing (DSP) and application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) technology, architectural assistance for on chip integration of custom accelerators with processors, along with O/S assistance for these methods. Lastly, it provides complete information on computer-aided design, testability, and architecture (CAD) assistance for embedded programs, smooth processors, heterogeneous online resources, and on chip storage before concluding with coverage of software support in specific, O/S Linux. Embedded Systems: Hardware, Design, and Implementation is actually a great guide for style engineers looking to enhance as well as minimize the size as well as price of embedded system products and improve their performance and reliability. Sachin S Gade, et al [7] developed a protocol the liability of this particular protocol is actually lies in its 2 rules that are various for information transmission as well as reception. The great thing about this particular protocol is it decreases the code dimensions of embedded program and most crucial is no data loss or perhaps collision. This technique will help both half and full duplex mode. P.H.W.Leong [8] worked on methods based on FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) offer numerous benefits over traditional implementations, including an FPGA to a style offers the flexibility to place a little performance in software and several in hardware. The range of this particular task is having wireless communication between embedded methods using FPGAs for management as well as information transmission demands. The communication must occur at range that is moderate along with average data rates.

III. Comparison of recent work carried

Table no 1: Shows the comparison of recent work carried.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Manoj Devare</td>
<td>This particular chapter deals with the appropriate hardware as well as mixture with power choices that are low as per the spending budget, range, and specs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Daryl Narakadan, et al</td>
<td>The project is going to establish communication using UDP packets, which would facilitate wireless transfer of information of strong Wi-Fi engineering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Stefan Marksteiner, et al</td>
<td>This particular paper presents an overview of IoT program domains and also discusses probably the most crucial wireless IoT protocols for smart house, which are actually Thread, Z-Wave, Zigbee, EnOcean, and KNX-RF. Lastly, it describes the security features of said protocols and compares them with one another, offering tips on whose protocols are more ideal for a protected smart home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Wojciech Staszewski, et al</td>
<td>The paper considers an overall notion of an embedded monitoring system, which consists of a sensor, processing unit and data acquisition, storage peripherals, along with a communication module for ultimate details destination. For every one of these defined components, a comprehensive explanation of potential details transfer protocols and interfaces is provided, which includes common, as well as experimental ones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Shadi Sarawi, et al</td>
<td>This particular paper is going to be an effort to discuss various communication protocols in IoT. Additionally, it is going to compare between generally IoT communication protocols, with a focus on the primary functions as well as actions of different metrics of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. A brief overview of implementation of communication protocol

The goals of designing embedded communication systems are to design reliable, accurate protocols, implement them, and incorporate them into the overall system. An integrated design approach can help all stages of the design process while still allowing for rapid growth.

SDL (Specification and Description Language) has grown up in recognition as a tool for developing communication protocols. Telelogic TAU SDL Suite [9] is a development tool that permits you to plan, simulate, check, implement in software, and test protocols. To improve the design flow, wide research has been undertaken, for instance defining real-time constraints, designing more efficient implementation models, or generating hardware implementations. In the next part, we'll talk about this project.

In the literature, numerous protocol implementations based on formal specifications and employing SDL have been defined. Other methods to design that aren’t based on SDL are also feasible. System C [10] has a theoretically simple refinement technique for deriving hardware and software implementations, Simulink [Mat07] has an integrated simulation environment with other protocol layers and physical channel models, and Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a general modeling practice. The high abstraction level and implementation-independence of SDL specifications, as well as its formal semantics that permit protocol verification, are the advantages of an SDL-based design flow.

System Design with SDL

The language has been employed in the standardization of communication protocols, like the IEEE standards 802.15.1 and 802.15.4, since its capability to formally define data types, such as protocol data units, and actions in an implementation-independent manner.

Synthesis of implementation We will present research on the transformation of abstract SDL specifications into implementations in concrete execution environments in the following sections. During this transformation progression the semantic similarity of both the specification and the implementation model must be preserved, or else all preceding theoretical examinations would become outdated. The fact that abstract SDL models have infinite queues and limitless memory space, conversely, contradicts physical reality and demonstrates that there are constraints when moving from a theoretical model to a practical implementation. [11] suggested an extension of the SDL semantics to permit for the utilize of bounded input ports.

SDL specifications can be realized as mixed hardware/software systems in common. A huge number of optimization methods have appeared as an outcome of comprehensive research into the subject of producing efficient implementations. Software deployment generation is now cutting-edge, and has been employed in commercial SDL tools for a few years. A numerous research groups researched automated translation into hardware depictions, i.e. VHDL code, in the 1990s and beyond. There were tools for creating prototypical hardware implementations that, to our information, did not make it into successful commercial products. Aside from code generation, embedding the SDL system into a run-time environment or operating system, as well as the design of hardware-software interfaces, is crucial. The so-called server model is an easy implementation model for SDL specifications that protects the language's semantics. Each SDL process is comprehended by an asynchronous server, which is a separate entity with its own signal queue that processes input signals one at a time and interacts with other processes by putting asynchronous signals in their input queues. This model is appropriate to both software and hardware implementations. In the first example, all servers run simultaneously under the running or run-time system's scheduling regime, whereas in the second case, real hardware parallelism can be developed. The Telelogic TAU code generator for software implementations and the COSMOS tool [12] for VHDL generation both employ the server model. The supplementary scheduling and context-switch overhead, in addition to the essential resources to handle signal queues, are drawbacks of this approach.

The operation thread model is an algorithm that removes the overhead connected with the server model. Communication among SDL processes is synchronous in this model, i.e. via procedure calls. Instead of sending a message to another process, the receiver process's corresponding transformation is named. There is no need for a context transfer or signal buffers because the execution stays in the same thread. All probable chains of transitions that are occurred by an external event and end with a transition without signal output or a signal to the environment must be identified in the SDL specification.

The operation thread model can be employed efficiently realize simple protocol stacks in which signals are swapped only from higher to lower layers as transmitting or in the opposite direction after a packet is received. More complex interaction patterns within the model may add overhead since transformations that are part of several operation threads, i.e. are performed in response to different external events, will be multiplied unless serialization is implemented [13] This refers to a hardware implementation. In order to preserve the model's semantics, special care must be taken when there are interdependencies among processes or multiple
signal outputs within a change in software implementations employing the operation thread model [14], [15] introduced such a dependency analysis and proposed optimizations to progress parallelism within an implementation.

Reduced the number of copy operations of large buffers, such as protocol data units, and a method called application-level framing have also enhanced performance. The first method makes use of quickly transferred references to buffers. Application-level framing is a protocol data unit handling strategy that works through protocol layers. Buffer space wide enough to handle lower-layer headers is already reserved at the highest protocol layer, the application layer. All layers simply add their control data to the appropriate location in the buffer. Each layer also accesses the related part of the frame buffer in the receive direction.

Since the 1990s, researchers have been focusing on deriving hardware implementations from SDL specifications. Owing to a lack of notions to express synchronous actions and data types for bit manipulation operations, attempts to use SDL as a definition language for synchronous digital systems, similar to how SystemC can be used today, have failed [16]. The work of Muth [17], who also contributed to the CORSAIR framework, will be highlighted as one of the many approaches to producing hardware implementations from SDL specifications. The [17] rapid prototyping design flow begins with an initial SDL specification and a collection of timing annotations that express the system's real-time constraints. The aim is to create a compatible hardware/software implementation on a rapid prototyping platform that comprises several high-performance general-purpose processors and a configurable I/O processor (CIOP). The CIOP is made up of programmable hardware (Xilinx FPGA) and is connected to the platform's other processors via a PCI bus.

The event stream model is employed in a real-time study of the SDL specification to model the potential occurrence of external events and timers. It is possible to set deadlines for the processing of events. During the real-time investigation, In addition, the worst-case message queue depth is estimated. This is essential in order to maintain the semantics of the original SDL model and efficiently distribute resources.

The target architecture's processing units are manually mapped to SDL processes. [17] The partitioning is based on their "timing criteria and computational complexity." Telelogic's C Advanced code generator is used for the software. The server model is used to build implementations for this C code generator. All of the required support functions, such as timers, inter-process communication, and interfacing with the environment, are implicit in the SDL specification and must be provided by a run-time device. The run-time framework is realized in the mentioned approach by the free real-time operating system RTEMS. Different implementation strategies for VHDL generation from SDL can be chosen, including the server model as well as serialized and parallel operation thread implementation. The process-specific extended finite state machine is modeled in VHDL for the server model, and pre-designed components for signal queues and output ports are added.

The chain of transitions originating from an initial external event is calculated in the case of an operation thread implementation. Every operation thread is implemented as a VHDL process on its own. Locks are inserted to protect shared variables from concurrent access in a parallel implementation, or activity threads are serialized, since multiple activity threads can access the same shared variables of a method. As previously stated, an execution environment for SDL specifications must provide facilities and mechanisms that are part of the language's semantic model. Timer handling, process scheduling, and asynchronous message queues are just a few of them. SDL "resources provide implementations of certain run-time environments that must adhere to the language's semantics. It is also possible to map the aforementioned services to operating system mechanisms that may already be part of the embedded system for performance purposes, eliminating the need for a run-time environment provided by the SDL tool vendor. As a result, certain broad concepts needed to be explored first. A proof of viability and reliability had to be provided as well. An integration library for an example operating system was created for this purpose. Reflex was chosen by the author because it is written in C++ and the implementation of our ideas can be seen clearly in the software design. At the same time, this implementation acts as an essential building block in the design flow. It can be used to create powerful target executables for platforms where Reflex has been ported, such as the Texas Instruments MSP430, Freescale HCS12, or Atmel ATMega 128 microcontrollers (see [18]).

We omitted automatic hardware synthesis from a high-level SDL specification from our proposed embedded systems design flow because of the increased hardware complexity as compared to a hand-optimized semi-custom design. Since the design time is greatly reduced, a hardware compiler is an excellent tool for rapid prototyping. Manual design, on the other hand, promises to produce better results for chips that must be very cheap and, in order to do this, the silicon area must be as small as possible. Mechanisms to buffer SDL signals as inputs to VHDL processes are one source of overhead, as described above in the definition of the COR-SAIR method, which uses automatic VHDL generation. Furthermore, hand-optimized architecture is likely to be more effective in translating finite state machines and SDL data types to hardware. Efficient behavioral compilers for high-level languages are still a hot topic in academia.

It is debatable if mapping complete SDL processes to either hardware or software, as done in the CORSAIR tool, is the best approach. Even if only one or two transformations, such as a time-critical cyclic
redundancy check (CRC) measurement, present an actual bottleneck in the implementation, this coarse-grain partitioning will result in the mapping of a full process to hardware. Furthermore, communication through SDL signals between the software and hardware representations of SDL processes takes time because all signal parameters, including control information like the sender process address, must be transferred. As a result, we suggest a fine-grained, arbitrary partitioning of SDL processes that allows the designer to use an optimized interface to the hardware partition.

V. Conclusion

Embedded systems, such as wireless sensor nodes or microcontrollers embedded in another computer, have limited computing, memory, and energy capacity, as well as the need for months or years of trouble-free operation and the ability to connect with other electronic devices. As a result, applications and communication protocols designed for such platforms must maximize the use of available energy and avoid design flaws that could result in device failures or other unexpected actions.
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